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An inspired space where  
ideas, experience & classic  
style come together.

 WELCOME 
TO STUDIO 
QUEEN 318
STUDIO QUEEN 318  

IS STELLA PETROU,  

DESIGNER AND ARTIST.

Gathering the knowledge of artisan 

masters, Studio Queen offers an 

extraordinary collection of handcrafted 

pieces, guaranteed to stand the test of time. 

Whether exclusive one-of-a-kind leather 

handbags that deliver timeless style to 

every wardrobe, or fine art prints that 

capture a piece of the artists soul, Studio 

Queen is a labour of love made from the 

very heart of its designer. Each piece has 

been carefully and uniquely handcrafted 

using materials found all over the world, 

exclusively created for the woman with 

sophistication and style.
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Studio Queen 318 bags are unique, stylish and one of a kind. Created from leather that has 

been sourced, collected and archived over the years, each bag is made using traditional 

techniques, vintage materials, and preloved tools. Over time, it weathers, fades, softens 

and takes shape of its owner.

Our bags are not just bags, they are ornamental, trendless, and an artistic statement that 

precedes any style of fashion. With each bag telling a story of its own, you’ll be taken on 

a journey together.

MARY-JANE FLOPPY TOTE

DELFT BLUE LARGE TOTE

KITTY BALLOU SMALL TOTE

DELFT BLUE SMALL TOTE

Elegant and modest, our Mary-Jane 
collapsible tote is made for the stylish 

woman on the go. This sand-coloured suede 
bag has been crafted by hand.  

It’s floppy nature allows you to grab 
 and go whenever you please.

LENGTH: 36CM (14.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: 36CM (14.5 INCHES)

A taste of France! Inspired by shades of 
classic blues and whites (resembling the 

coast of Normandy France) this beautiful 
tote is made from very limited, digitally 
printed soft leather, with suede lining..

LENGTH: 36CM (14.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: 36CM (14.5 INCHES)

A whole lot of fashion with a little bit of 
country.  Great for just a grab and go while 
making a fashion statement, Kitty Ballou’s 

small tote bag is the perfect accessory  
for a lazy lunch.

LENGTH: 26.5CM (10.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: 26CM (10 INCHES)

A coastal vibe. Handcrafted using shades of 
soft blues and whites, the Delft Blue Small 

Tote is perfect for those hotter months. Pair 
it with denim and white, and this little baby 

will catch the eye of everyone in town.

LENGTH: 26.5CM (10.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: 26CM (10 INCHES)
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CAT BALLOU TOTE

SAXON SMALL TOTE

SAXON LARGE TOTE

MARY JANE ARC

Country-style turns city fashion.
Look the part, with our country-style Cat 
Ballou tote. Homage to the western movies 

of the sixties, this bag will take you back 
in time when cowgirls were the ultimate 

pioneer women.

LENGTH: 36CM (14.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: 36CM (14.5 INCHES)

A mini time-traveller!
Be of envy with the Saxton small tote. A 
mini fortress for your essentials; phone, 

lipstick, keys and wallet, and you’re ready to 
conquer the world!

LENGTH: 26.5CM (10.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: 26CM (10 INCHES)

The amazing, studded detail of this tote  
was inspired by the architecture of the 
‘Saxons’. Made with beautiful forest 

green suede leather and detailed with our 
signature tan leather stitching, this ones 

definitely a keeper!

LENGTH: 36CM (14.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: 36CM (14.5 INCHES)

Classy & Convenient
Mary-Jane Arc is classy body cross bag 

that is designed for convenience, leaves you 
hands free, shows off casual elegance AND 

goes fantastic with denim.

LENGTH: ??CM (10.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: ??CM (10 INCHES)



CARMEN ARC

KITTY ARC

SAXON ARC

JOAN ARC

The Carmen Arc is has the bright colours 
and energy of 40s and 50s singer and 
dancer, Carmen Miranda. This bag is 

fun, bold and eye-catching. No doubt when 
wearing it, all eyes will be on you.

LENGTH: ??CM (10.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: ??CM (10 INCHES)

Using the same design as my original bags, 
Cat Balou Tote and Kitty Balou Small 
Tote, the gorgeous Kitty Arc has a soft 

magnetic close and features my own hand 
tooled design.

LENGTH: ??CM (10.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: ??CM (10 INCHES)

The Saxon Arc is a timeless bag, inspired 
by the architecture of the ‘Saxons’, and 

made for the modern woman. Handcrafted 
from forest green split suede, and dotted 

with Crome domes.

LENGTH: ??CM (10.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: ??CM (10 INCHES)S)

Made with tough kangaroo leather, 
 and lined with feature iron stars and 

samurai domes, this eye-catching bag is a 
tribute to Joan Jett, one of the Queens  

of Rock ‘n’ Roll.

LENGTH: ??CM (10.5 INCHES)
WIDTH: ??CM (10 INCHES)
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STELLA’S ADMIRATION FOR TALENTED 

ARTISANS AND WOMEN WHO MADE 

THEIR MARK IN HISTORY IS WHAT 

INSPIRES HER. A QUEEN TO HER, 

IS SOMEONE WHO EVOKES POISE, 

STYLE AND ELEGANCE WHILE STILL 

MAINTAINING THEIR AUTHENTICITY AND 

INDIVIDUALITY. INSPIRED BY BEAUTY 

AND NATURE, STELLA HAS SPENT HER 

LIFE REFINING THE CREATIVE PROCESS. 

HER NATURAL FLAIR, PASSION FOR 

ALL THINGS CREATIVE AND YEARS OF 

EXPERTISE IS INFUSED WITH EVERY 

SINGLE STITCH.

BO BEAR

THE GREEN GROCER  
C ICADA

THE BAKER C ICADA

THE QUEEN

Originally created for a good friends baby, 
Bo Bear was born. Named after his first 

owner, baby Bo, this bear was inspired by 
the historic Steiff toy bear. It is the perfect 
unisex print for a child’s bedroom room, 

playroom or baby card.

SMALL PRINT: 19CM X 14CM
LARGE PRINT: 42CM X 29CM

Hand painted and embossed with water 
colour and gouache, each colourful cicada 
print has been created in extreme detail. 

Inspired after first moving to Brisbane in 
summer, the two cicadas found their way 

into my home most evenings.

SIZE: 46CM X 21.5CM

These prints are a homage to the cicadas 
whose lives are very short, and homage 
to their beauty, symmetry and intricate 

engineering. Preserved forever in 3D hand 
embossed print on acid-free German rag 

paper and hand cut with independent 
wings.

SIZE: 46CM X 21.5CM

Printed on German rag paper, this stamp 
of Queen Elizabeth 2nd was created in 

1966, marking the year that Designer and 
Founder of Studio Queen; Stella Petrou was 

born. The number 50 enmeshed into the 
photo represents Stella’s age at the time.

SMALL PRINT: 63CM X 63CM
LARGE PRINT: 82CM X 82CM
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STUDIO QUEEN 318

TENERIFFE, BRISBANE, 4005

EMAIL: STELLAPETROU@GMAIL.COM


